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Justice Department to sue state
SANCTUARY POLICIES » Agency seeks to invalidate 3 laws in
most direct challenge yet to California’s immigration protocol
By EVAN HALPER
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON — The Trump administration, seeking to force a defiant
California to cooperate with its agenda of stepped-up immigrant deportations, went to federal court Tuesday
to invalidate three state laws — the
administration’s most direct challenge
yet to the state’s policies.

Administration officials say the
three laws in question, all passed by
the Legislature last year, blatantly
obstruct federal immigration law and
thus violate the Constitution’s supremacy clause, which gives federal
law precedence over state enactments.
“The Department of Justice and the
Trump administration are going to
fight these unjust, unfair, and unconstitutional policies that are imposed on

you,” Attorney General Jeff Sessions
plans to tell a meeting of the California Peace Officers Association in Sacramento today, according to excerpts
of his remarks released by the Justice
Department. “We are fighting to make
your jobs safer and to help you reduce
crime in America. And I believe that
we are going to win.”
The laws make it a crime for business owners to voluntarily help federal agents find and detain undocumented workers, prohibit local law
enforcement from alerting immigration agents when detainees are re-

leased from custody, and create a state
inspection program for federal immigration detention centers. Administration officials, who briefed reporters
before the suit was filed, said other
states that are pursuing laws similar
to California’s are also likely to be targeted in court.
The suit, which administration lawyers planned to file in federal court
in Sacramento, considerably raises
the tension between the administration and the most populous state in
TURN TO SANCTUARY » PAGE A7
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Trump
hopeful
about
Koreas
North proposes holding
off on nuclear testing
during ‘candid talks’

By KAREN DEYOUNG
AND ANNA FIFIELD
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The White
House responded with cautious
optimism Tuesday to North Korea’s reported proposal to hold
“candid talks” with the United States and
South Korea,
and to put its
nuclear weapons and missile
testing
programs on hold
while engaged
in dialogue.
“I think they Kim Jong
are
sincere,” Un
said President
Donald Trump, who attributed
the apparent change in attitude
to the tough sanctions and other actions the United States has
applied and pushed others to
impose on North Korea.
“Hopefully it’s positive; hopefully it will lead to a very posiTURN TO KOREA » PAGE A8
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The steeple of Westview Christian Church is seen silhouetted in late afternoon light Tuesday from the nearby neighborhood in Santa Rosa. The
church’s steeple conceals a cellphone antenna, part of an effort to improve reception in Sonoma County.

City Council
hears critics,
halts upgrade

Places of worship finding
extra needed revenue by
partnering with company
By KEVIN McCALLUM

By KEVIN McCALLUM

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

W

ith Verizon’s plans for a citywide network of “small cell” antennas running
into interference in Santa Rosa, the
company is turning to a higher power to help it
boost its network service in the city.
Churches are becoming an increasingly
important partner for the nation’s wireless
provider as it seeks locations lofty enough
for its powerful wireless antennas to have the
greatest reach.
The company is even offering big bucks to
build steeples for churches that aren’t blessed
with such soaring structures.
“Churches are having hard times right now,
so it has been somewhat helpful to us,” said
Rob Bowman, pastor at Westview Christian
Church in southwest Santa Rosa.
Verizon paid for the permitting and construction of the 68-foot steeple and nearby
VERIZON
shed to house related equipment, paying the
church an undisclosed sum to lease the space. These photo illustrations show Community Baptist
Church before and after the addition of a proposed
TURN TO CHURCH » PAGE A2 steeple containing a Verizon cellphone antenna array.
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Santa Rosa put a Verizon
wireless network upgrade on
hold Tuesday after residents
raised questions in the minds
of City Council members about
the wisdom of allowing new
telecommunications gear on
light and power poles in neighborhoods.
Dozens of critics of Verizon’s
“small cell” technology, which
aims to boost network reliability and speed, urged council
members to dial back a 2017
agreement with the city allowing the installation of 72 such
antennas around the Santa
Rosa. They cited health, safety
and aesthetic concerns among
their reasons for opposing the

Cohn out
amid fight
over tariffs
Trade clash prefaces top
economic aide resigning
By DAMIAN PALETTA
AND PHILIP RUCKER
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON
—
Gary
Cohn, the White House’s top
economic adviser, announced
Tuesday that
he was leaving
the
administration amid a
major internal
clash over President Donald
Trump’s sharp
and sudden pivot toward pro- Gary
tectionist trade Cohn
policies.
The departure of Cohn, a
former president of Goldman
Sachs who had been an interlocutor between the Trump
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